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Background and General Information  

 

What is T+1 and why is it a significant industry initiative? 

 

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission along with the Municipal Securities 

Rulemaking Board has mandated an industry change to shorten the settlement cycle to T+1 

beginning on May 28, 2024. The changes will impact the majority of U.S. traded securities 

including equities, corporate and municipal bonds, and unit investment trusts. These 

products which currently follow a settlement cycle of Trade Date plus 2 days (T+2) will 

transition to a settlement cycle of Trade Date plus one day (T+1). The change wil l have 

significant impacts across the entire US pre- and post-trade market infrastructure including 

operating models, processing activities, trade life cycle cut-off times, external dependencies, 

and technical developments. Understanding the impact of T+1 on current post-trade 

operations and processing is a critical step towards ensuring industry participants are ready 

for this move. Furthermore, as the largest market, the US has the potential to drive other 

markets to adopt a T+1 settlement cycle as a global standard. 

 

For additional information, visit DTCC’s “Shortening the US Equities Settlement Cycle” 

resource page: https://www.dtcc.com/ust1. 

  

What triggered the US move to T+1? 

 

The industry believes that moving to a T+1 settlement cycle will increase the overall 

efficiency of the securities markets, mitigate risk, create better use of capital, and promote 

financial stability, provided that the appropriate balance is achieved between increasing 

efficiencies and mitigating risk. 

 

 

What SEC Rules are impacted with T+1? 

https://www.dtcc.com/ust1.
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Three rules are impacted: 

1. Amended Exchange Act Rule 15c6-1(a) 

a. T+2 moving to T+1 settlement cycle 

2. Amended Advisors Act Rule 204-2 

a. RIAs to keep time and date records of confirmations, allocations, and 

affirmations 

3. NEW Exchange Act Rule 15c6-2  

a. Broker Dealers and counterparties to complete allocations, confirmations, 

affirmations no later than trade date.  

 

When will the move to T+1 take place?  

The SEC confirmed the implementation date of May 28th, 2024.  

 

 

What is the US's implementation approach, and what instruments are in scope for the 

T+1 migration? 

The US will adopt a big-bang implementation for T+1 for all securities in scope, including 

DTCC equities, corporate bonds, municipal bonds, unit investment trusts (UITs), as well as 

any financial instrument comprised of these entities such as ADRs and EFTs.  

 

Link to the DTCC published list of product scope: T-1-Product-List (dtcc.com) 

 

Are there any other markets expected to move to T+1?  

Yes, as follows:   

• Canada and Mexico are aligning with the U.S. market move to T+1 with an 

implementation date of May 27th, 2024. 

• Brazil and Colombia have T+1 on their horizons and are continuing discussions.  

• Both the UK and EU have developed task forces to assess a move to T+1. The EU is 

currently considering other regulatory items such as CSDR prior to T+1 implementation 

with ongoing conversations.  

• Bolsas y Mercados Argentinos (BYMA) announced the reduction of the settlement cycle 

to T+1 for normal cash transactions (stocks and bonds) in Argentina starting May 2024. 

 
The industry anticipates increased development in 2024 and onwards. 

 

Are the Buy-In best practice rules changing due to T+1? 

No. There are no industry discussions or proposals to change the US current buy-in best 

practices.  

 

Will the US market implement penalties similar to CSDR? 

While there are no current plans for penalties for non-adherence to the 9:00PM affirmation 

timeframe or settlement delays/fails, trades affirmed after 9:00PM will incur slightly higher 

processing fees.   

 

 

https://www.dtcc.com/ust1/-/media/Files/PDFs/T2/T-1-Product-List
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Benefits and Challenges  

What benefits can the industry and clients expect from the T+1 movement? 

The shortened time period between execution and settlement of trades should reduce the 

overall number of unsettled trades, the amount of exposure to those unsettled trades, and 

the potential impact of price movements in the underlying securities of those unsettled 

trades. Implementing T+1 will also enable investors to access the proceeds from securities 

transactions sooner than they are able in the current T+2 environment.  

Benefits include infrastructure optimization due to tech and operational changes to support 

T+1 triggering increased automation, reduce manual processes and improve standards. 

Market capital becomes more optimal with reduced margin requirements and increased 

liquidity.  

Despite up-front implementation costs, market participants and financial firms will also 

ultimately benefit from the infrastructure changes required to support T+1, including 

improvements to overall operational efficiencies, adoption of technology to achieve 

automation and reduce manual work efforts, and the ability to identify innovative solu tions to 

facilitate best practices and enhance client services. 

 

 

What are the other foreseen industry challenges?  

In addition to timing impact, other challenges include: 

• Full readiness of all industry participants by planned go-live date 

• Cash funding requirements to determine where changes are required to the 

operating model 

• Securities lending loan recall window 

• Dually listed foreign securities that are eligible for settlement in the US may have 

different settlements cycles 

• Potential for increase in failed trades due to industry readiness.  

 

What is the biggest concern on multi-listed securities with impact to T+1 processing? 

Securities that trade on multiple exchanges have the potential for misalignment in the 

settlement cycles. Shares sold in global markets on T+2 basis will not be able to fund T+1 

US activity. Additionally, if shares are to be moved from different locations to US to satisfy 

sales, investors will need to plan accordingly.  

 

Cut-offs and Timing Impact   

What are the implications of shortening the settlement cycle to T+1?  

Removing one day from the settlement cycle creates timing challenges for allocations, 

affirmations, and securities lending due to the reduced number of hours for cutoffs.  

  

Trade Cycle T+2 DTCC Time T+1 DTCC Time Time Loss 

Allocations 11:30AM on T+1 7:00PM on T 16.5 hours 

Affirmations 11:30AM on T+1 9:00PM on T 14.5 hours 

Securities Lending 

(*best practice) 

3:00PM on T+1 11:59PM on T 15 hours 
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Funding 10:00am on T+1 10:00AM on T+1  N/A 

Settlement 3:45PM on T+2 3:45PM on T+1 24 hours 

 

 

Asia to review processing efforts due to time zone impacts and potential for overnight 

processing during U.S. hours.  

 

What is the Citi trade cut-off time to meet the new DTCC 9:00PM affirmation cut-off on 

trade date? 

To meet DTCC’s affirmation cut-off, Citi’s trade cut-off time is 15 minutes before DTCC’s for 

global window clients (8:45PM EST on T) and 10 minutes before DTCC’s for US direct 

clients (8:50pm EST on T). ***Please note that this is assuming that all trade instructions are 

received fully STP with no credit or sanction issues. 

 

Is it mandatory to place instructions by Citi’s cut-off time above? 

It is mandatory for market participants to have in place technology systems, operations, and 

processes to support trade affirmation before the above cut-off times to ensure trades are 

affirmed before the DTCC 9PM cut-off on trade date. If trades are not affirmed by 9pm EST 

on TD but before Night Delivery Order (NDO) deadline of 11:30 pm EST, trades settle as 

NDO settlement. If a client sends instruction after NDO deadline (11:30 PM EST on TD), 

then trades settle as Day Order (DO). 

 

Does Citi have FX product offerings that complement new T+1 cut-offs? 

Yes. Citi offers Auto FX and FX Pulse to assist clients with a streamlined solution to convert 

foreign currency into USD. Funding can be aligned to settlement date through the usage of 

these two offerings. Citi’s current FX cut-offs remain unchanged. Please refer to Citi’s Market 

Guide Next Gen FX Matrix publication for cut-off times.  

 

Client’s using third-party FX providers to continue to follow Citi’s current cash cut-offs as 

they remain unchanged. Please refer to Citi’s Market Guide Next Gen Settlement and Cash 

Cut-Off Times publication. 

 

How will the move to T+1 impact OTC Derivative transactions? 

OTC Derivatives will settle on a timeline agreed upon by the counterparties involved, which 

can range from same-day settlement to several days or even longer.  

 

Will Citi’s cash cut-offs change with the movement to T+1? 

Citi’s cash cut-offs remain unchanged with T+1. While currently the cash cut-offs are not 

changing, we are working internally to assess if there can be any enhancements to the cash 

cut-offs.  Any enhancements will be communicated to clients.  

Pre-fund clients to continue to have cash in account on trade date for trades to flow through 

settlement cycle.  All other clients to continue to have cash in account by close of business 

on settlement date.   

 

Are there any changes to Continuous Linked Settlement (CLS) Bank’s cash cut-offs? 

CLS Bank’s cut-offs remain unchanged with the movement to T+1. Generally, the CLS cut-

off is SD-1 at 5:00PM EST. Please consider time zone challenges.  
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If trading with an external broker is impacting time to meet T+1, is there a Citi solution 

to help streamline broker and custody? 

Execution to Custody (E2C) is a Citi Markets product offering which instantaneously sends 

the broker trade to Citi Custody to remove client requirement of passing trade information to 

Citi Custody.  

 

Does Citi offer any solution to Global Custody clients to assist with meeting new 

affirmation cutoffs? 

Operationally, Citi is reviewing its current pre-settlement location model to ensure necessary 

processing is moved to a follow the sun model to meet cutoff timeframe. Similarly, clients are 

encouraged to look into alternative processing locations or shift work for location support for 

T+1 operations.  

Clients can also leverage products like auto-affirmation or Match to Instruct (M2i) to better 

meet T+1 cutoffs. Citi as a custodian requires clients to send trade instructions by the cutoff 

to affirm on clients’ behalf. The utilization of CTM, auto affirm,  or M2I is a viable tool to meet 

the requirement before 9pm EST affirmation deadline.  

E2C is also an excellent option as client can route their trade orders to CGML for execution, 

which sends custody the confirm within minutes of execution.  

 

In case any trades are stuck due to sanctions, does Citi’s standard cutoffs have 

enough recovery time?  If the trade did not make it by market cut-off due to Citi's 

internal process such as sanction checking, who would be responsible for damage? 

Citi’s standard cutoff even today under T+2 is 10 min for DCC and 15 for GC before market 

cut-off.  Any cut-off assumes a fully STP processing. Sanctions screening has up to 48 hours 

to review and process, therefore Citi can never accommodate all sanctions screening in our 

cut-off times. With that, sanctions screening will process on a follow the sun basis to remove 

items that are false positives as quickly as possible. This is the same as today so there will 

be no changes to who is responsible for damages.  

 

What will the securities lending recall process look like in a T+1 settlement cycle? 

Where reallocations/substitution is not possible, the lender will issue the recall before 11:59 

p.m. ET on T. This should provide sufficient notice to enable the borrower to attempt to 

return the loaned securities on T+1 (often by delivering newly borrowed shares) to timely 

settle the sale of the loaned securities. However, the legal cutoff time to return the loaned 

securities may not occur until a later cutoff time agreed by the lender and borrower under the 

relevant securities lending agreement (e.g., 3:00PM ET on T+2). The SEC Rule 204 close-

out requirement would remain at SD+3 (or T+4). 

 

TradeSuite IDs 

TradeSuite IDs (previously institutional IDs) streamline post-trade activities and interface 

between CTM and ALERT. TSIDs identify all parties to a confirm and their action in the 

settlement process. All parties (i.e. broker, investment manager, custodian, etc.)  have a 

TSID. The TSID is owned by the client/ fund manager (person instructing the trade). 
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Certain custodians have omnibus TSIDs where they receive and affirm confirms for multiple 

investment managers. Under the omnibus structure, investment managers cannot see the 

time at which confirms are received nor affirmed. Investment managers cannot affi rm 

confirms themselves with an omnibus TSID setup. 

Why is having a unique TSID important for clients in a T+1 settlement cycle?  

Moving clients out of Citi’s omnibus TSID to their own TSID allows them to gain visibility into 
affirmation status and exceptions. This promotes compliance with the amended SEC rule 
204-2 regarding record keeping of timestamp affirmation details. 

 

Additionally, the amended rule requires that trades be allocated, confirmed, and affirmed as 
soon as technologically practicable and no later than end of trade date. Using a unique TSID 
enables Investment Managers to automatically affirm trades in TradeSuite ID, resulting in 
higher same day affirmation (SDA) rates.  

 

Is there a cost associated with obtaining a TSID? 

No 

 

What if I delegate affirmation to Citi as custodian, do I still need the segregated TSID? 

 

Yes, the segregated TSID will allow you to see the actual affirmation statistics that are 
available through TradeSuite. Where you are linked to Citi’s omni TSID you will have no view 
into the affirmation details.  While we provide MT548 MTCH and have audit  trail in CVSS, 
TradeSuite offers a consolidated location across all accounts and providers should you need 
to obtain the information. 

 

What if I do nothing and remain linked to Citi’s omni TSID? 

While trades will continue to settle, clients would not have the ability to self-affirm and review 
TradeSuite ID for analytics on affirmation details.  Clients need to determine if they are 
subject to the SEC record keeping rule 204-2 and what solutions are available for them to 
meet that requirement. 

 

How can I tell if my TSID is currently segregated or under Citi’s omni TSID? 

DTCC’s ALERT profile under the Inst/ Broker field. Below is the list of Citi’s omnibus DTCC 
TSID.  

 

274 CITIGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS INC. 

908 CITIBANK, N.A. 

26566 CITIBANK, INVESTMENT ADVISORS 

26639 CITIBANK PBD CUSTODY 

26984 CITIBANK, N.A. - CORPORATE TRUST DEPT. 

27308 CITIBANK (FLORIDA), N.A. 

27797 CITIBANK, N.A.-ADR 

27819 CITICORP 

29424 CITIBANK, N.A. INTERNATIONAL SECURTIES 

30860 CITIBANK EMPLOYEE BENEFIT FUNDS 

51777 CITIBANK SINGAPORE 

55048 CITIBANK-THE CITIGROUP PRIVATE BANK/TRU 

63246 CITICORP BANK (SWITZERLAND) 
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63259 CITIBANK N A LONDON ENGLAND 

64113 CITIBANK, N.A. HONG KONG 

65777 CITICORP INVESTMENT BANK (LUXEMBOURG) S 

67967 CITIBANK, N.A 

69034 CITIBANK, N.A 

78752 CITIBANK NA LONDON 

 

Affirmation Process   

What is an affirmation? 

Trade affirmation is part of the US market’s matching process that serves as an 

acknowledgment to all parties that the required trade and settlement details for both buyer 

and seller are matched and ready for settlement.  

 

Why is the affirmation process significant to T+1? 

T+1 SEC Rule 15c6-2 requires same day allocation, confirmations, and affirmation.   

In addition to the new SEC requirement, the ID/ affirmation settlement allows the market to 

operate more efficiently and ensure seamless settlement. An Affirmed trade status provides 

confirmation that the trade is matched and locked in for settlement at DTC. Unaffirmed 

trades are 54 times more likely to DK (Don’t Know), a rejection notification indicating that the 

counterparty does not recognize the trade, increasing the potential for trades to fail. 

 

What are some potential consequences of clients “never” sending affirmations?  

Affirmations are an important step in the trade life cycle that provides assurance to both 

parties that all trade details are matched, and no further action or amendment is required. In 

the absence of a timely affirmed confirm, a Deliver Order (DO) will need to be sent by the 

broker or the custodian. A DO has more expensive processing fees than an affirmed confirm 

and introduces settlement risk by adding another, unnecessary step to the process. While no 

penalties have been announced by the SEC for non-adherence, there is the possibility that 

the additional fees would be passed along to the clients for the unaffirmed trades. 

Additionally, as this is a requirement for brokers, they may impose penalties on clients that 

are not adhering to the requirements and causing them to fail on this specific requirement.  

 

Will Citi allow clients to self-affirm trades? 

Yes. Citi already has existing clients auto-affirming trades via Trade Suite. The five existing 

affirmation options will remain with clients to leverage DTCC’s CTM products (e.g., 

TradeSuite, and M2i) for self-affirmation.  

1. Model 1 - Institution sends SWIFT MT54X message, Citi to affirm on Institution’s 

behalf 

2. Model 2 - Institution affirms with NO SWIFT MT54X message 

3. Model 3 – Institution affirms with SWIFT MT54X message also sent to custodian 

4. Model 4 – Institution does not send SWIFT MT54X message, Citi affirms on confirms 

only for all brokers 

Commented [PME[S1]: Update as we have 5 models and 
put in the same order as the presentations for consistency 
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5. Model 5 - Institution sends SWIFT MT54X message for non-designated Brokers, Citi 

affirms on confirms only for designated Brokers 

Similar to DTCC, Citi requires a fund to behave in one fashion: either Institution (client self -

affirms) or Agent (Custodian affirms). If a client is changing to a self-affirmation setup, Citi 

will need to be advised to make the update in the system. 

 

How can clients change their affirmation setup? 

Please follow the normal account maintenance process. 

 

Can E2C clients self-affirm? 

Yes, E2C clients can be set up to self-affirm. Affirmation setup is a client preference. We will 

adjust the settings accordingly. Depending on what setup client wants, we need to update 

the settings in the system but there are no changes to SWIFT messages/ tags.  

 

What would need to happen if an E2C client is required to have the timestamped 

information available via ITP analytics to adhere recordkeeping rule? 

Regulated investment advisors (RIAs) are subject to the record keeping rule. The E2C 
process where MT54X is generated by Citi on behalf of the client would not be impacted by 
the recordkeeping requirement. The use of ITP analytics is simply a single place where 
timestamped information can be retrieved for up to 10 years of data. 
 
Do you currently complete the affirmation process for US trades? 

The standard default is for Citi to match to the broker confirm and affirm the trade. Be 

mindful a requirement for a segregated TSID (DTCC TradeSuite ID) is upcoming and 

recommended for both Citi and DTCC to stop the use of Citi omni TSIDs in order to 

streamline the affirmation and audit processing. 

Can clients auto-affirm trades and sent Citi a SWIFT confirmation of each trade 

without risk of duplication instruction by Citi in the market? 

Yes, there is an option for clients to self-affirm and send SWIFT MT54X to Citi.  

 

What if no confirm is presented during the matching process? 

If no confirm is presented to match, the client instruction will be used for settlement and the 

trade will settle outside the ID settlement process.  

 

Where can clients view affirmation timing details in CitiVelocity? 

Affirmation times will be sent via SWIFT MT548 (where applicable) and available in 

CitiVelocity under Transaction Manager in the Pending Trades report. Affirmation time 

information can also be accessed through the Audit Trail when clients open each 

transaction.   
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How long does it take to change any accounts which the custodian is the affirming 

party to the client as the affirming party? 

If the client is linked to a Citi omnibus TradeSuite ID (TSID), the client is required to establish 

a segregated one. This typically takes approximately 24-48 hours. Then configurations and 

Alert updated are required on Citi’s side to coordinate the implementation. Clients wishing to 

do their own affirmation can establish the TSID with DTCC.  

 

How are clients self-affirming if they are set up with Citi's TradeSuite ID? 

Clients cannot affirm if linked to Citi omni TSID hence the need for them to establish a 
segregated one.  
 

What measures are Citi putting in place to ensure all trades are affirmed before the 

Trade Date 9pm EST cut off point? 

Citi as a custodian requires clients to send trade instructions to us by the cut-off if we are to 

affirm, thus the utilization of CTM to match and then auto-affirm or M2I is a viable tool to 

meet the affirmation deadline. E2C is also an excellent option for clients as the client can 

route their trade orders to CGML for execution, they will send custody the confirm within 

minutes of execution so there would not be an issue with the deadline being met. Citi is also 

leveraging all of our global operational sites to process transactions to ensure seamless 

processing of all instructions received. 

 

For trades that are not affirmed by 9pm EST on trade date, how does the process for 

sending a Delivery Order work?  

If trades are not affirmed by 9pm EST on TD but before NDO deadline of 11:30 pm EST, 

trades settle as NDO settlement. If a client sends instruction after NDO deadline (11:30 PM 

EST on TD), then trades settle as DO. This is an automated process.  

 

Will there be affirmation deadline extensions on Fridays in other regions? 

No, 9pm NY on trade date will remain the affirmation deadline on Fridays, regardless of 

regional time differences. Consequently, there is a potential need for Asia-based clients to 

conduct Saturday morning activity to adhere to cutoffs.  

 

What happens if the settlement instruction sent by a client has a discrepancy from the 

affirmation record?  

It is unlikely that a discrepancy will occur. If a client self-affirms, it will only affirm when trades 

reach the agreed matched status. Therefore, Citi should not receive an instruction that is 

different from what was affirmed by the client. However, if this were to occur, the affirmation 

record would remain unauthorized, and Citi will send a MT548 message informing client of 

the discrepancy.   

If the discrepancy is due to a money difference between the client instruction and the broker, 

and is within tolerance ($25 USD standard), then the MT548 MTCH will generate. If the 

discrepancy is for something else or above the threshold, they will get a MT548 NMAT (not 

matched).  
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Trades settle ID if the trade is matched to the affirmation. If there is a discrepancy and it is 

not corrected until after affirmation window, then the trade will settle based on when it is 

received (NDO or DO). The client can adjust the instructions to enable ID settlement, 

however, they would have to send a cancellation within the cancellation window and send a 

replacement trade. If the replacement trade matches, it will settle ID but not if received past 

the affirmation deadline.  

In the event of a discrepancy, does client need to re-send an instruction to attempt 

settlement again or must they correct the affirmation record before sending 

settlement instruction? 

The client can send a cancellation within the cancellation window and send a replacement 

instruction. If the replacement instruction matches, and is received before the affirmation 

cutoff, it will settle ID.  

 

What is the cancellation window? 

Any cancellations need to be received prior to the start of the night cycle (9:45pm NY). The 

cancellation window for any cancellation post-affirmation is therefore very narrow (9:00pm-

9:45pm NY). Cancellations not received in this window for the above scenario will result in 

night order processing.  

Once the night cycle starts, if we have RVPs pending and the counterparty delivers, it will 

settle. On the sale side, unless the trade has been exempted, it is out on the counterparty’s 

RAD to take in. Once accepted, it will then settle. 

 

For additional information, please view the Affirmation 101 video link below: 

https://www.veracast.com/webcasts/citigroup/globalcustody/Rit2E0.cfm 
 

Implementation  

What is the last day to settle T+2 trades and how does this transition look over the 

migration weekend? 

 

U.S. Settlement Cycle T+1 Transition Timeline 

Friday, 

May 24, 2024 

Saturday, 

May 25, 2024 

Sunday, 

May 26, 2024 

Monday, 

May 27, 2024 

Tuesday, 

May 28, 2024 

Wednesday, 

May 29, 

2024 

Thursday, 

May 30, 2024 

Last T+2 

Trade Date 

Conversion 

Weekend 

Conversion 

Weekend 

Markets Closed 

Conversation 

Weekend 

First T+1 

Trade Date 

Double 

Settlement 

Date 

Trade and 

settle T+1 

 

With all the settlement changes, will there be any impact to asset servicing? 

U.S. exchanges will adjust key logic for industry announcements to align ex-date to record-

date, ex-date to due bill date-1, cover/protect date to expiration+1. Shortening the settlement 

cycles has the potential to increase settlement fails which will also potentially increase 

corporate action claims; and create quicker operational turnaround times for cover/protect 

letters.  

https://www.veracast.com/webcasts/citigroup/globalcustody/Rit2E0.cfm
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“Regular” way dividend processing is where Ex-Date, as determined by an Organized 

Securities Exchange, will now equal Record Date.  Ex-Date calculation for regular 

distribution processing will shift from 1 day prior to the record date in a T+2 settlement cycle 

to 0 business day prior to record date, or equal to record date in a T+1 settlement cycle. 

Impacted Events:  Cash distribution events such as Cash Dividends, Capital Gains and 

others and stock distribution events such as Stock Splits, Stock Dividends, Rights 

Distributions and Spin Offs.    

  

“Irregular” Distributions (Ex-date after Record Date w/Due Bill): “Irregular” Ex-Date 

processing is where Due Bill End Date as determined by an Organized Securities Exchange, 

equals Ex-Date plus 0 business day.  DTC will shift its systemic calculation of the settlement 

date/due bill end date from 1 business day after ex-date in a T+2 settlement cycle to 0 

business day after Ex-date (or Ex-Date) in a T+1 settlement cycle. Impacted Events:  Cash 

Dividends, Capital Gains and stock distribution events such as Stock Splits, Stock 

Dividends, Rights Distributions and Spin Offs.    

  

Guaranteed Delivery or Cover/Protect period on a Voluntary Corporate Action is generally 

established by the issuer, or its agent, and is passed to DTC for processing.   The 

Guaranteed Delivery or Cover/Protect period will be calculated as expiration date p lus 1 day 

in a T+1 settlement cycle.  Impacted Events:  Voluntary events where Guaranteed 

Delivery/Cover Protect is provided as part of the offering materials. 

 

 

How will failed trades be minimized?  

While an initial increase in failed trades may occur with the transition to T+1, Citi is 

prioritizing its internal planning, readiness and industry testing approach with DTC to 

facilitate a smooth transition and minimize failed trades. However, we do requi re 

engagement from all industry participation. 

 

 

Preparation and Readiness  

When is industry testing? 

T+1 industry DTCC testing begins August 14 th, 2023, through May 31, 2024. DTCC will offer 

21 test cycles. Each test cycle will be two weeks long and will focus on a different scenario.  

Test environment is refreshed every 2 weeks and includes a predetermined list of T+1 

testing CUSIPs as published by DTCC. Link to DTCCs published list of testing CUSIPs: Test 

CUSIPs for T (dtcc.com) 

Please review DTCC’s testing document for in-depth details UST1-Detailed-Test-Document 

(dtcc.com) and testing CUSIPs DTCC Test CUSIPs for T (dtcc.com) 

 

Will Citi offer client testing? 

https://www.dtcc.com/ust1/-/media/Files/PDFs/T2/Test-CUSIPs
https://www.dtcc.com/ust1/-/media/Files/PDFs/T2/Test-CUSIPs
https://www.dtcc.com/ust1/-/media/Files/PDFs/T2/UST1-Detailed-Test-Document
https://www.dtcc.com/ust1/-/media/Files/PDFs/T2/UST1-Detailed-Test-Document
https://www.dtcc.com/ust1/-/media/Files/PDFs/T2/Test-CUSIPs
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Citi conducted internal testing with the DTCC during cycles 1-10, which concluded at end of 

2023. Citi will accommodate client testing during DTCC cycles 11-21 which start in the 

beginning of 2024 for clients who wish to participate. Clients who have a self -affirmation 

model can test directly with DTCC at any point in the DTCC testing cycle. Citi will be able to 

support testing against Citigroup Global Markets Brokers 505 and 274. If clients wish to test 

with different brokers, please engage brokers to align for support. 

 

Does Citi recommend client participation?  

Citi recommends testing for clients who have made changes to their operating models.  

 

Do you require lead notice? 

Yes. Should clients wish to participate in testing with Citi, they should reach out to their Citi 

representative to discuss specific testing cycles they wish to participate in. Clients should 

also engage brokers if they want full end to end testing. 

 

What is Citi doing to prepare before the change? 

Citi is following considerations such as project governance and tech developments across 

ETF settlement, non-ETF settlement and asset servicing while considering the SEC’s May 

2024 implementation date. Citi is managing testing and tech development to the confirmed 

May 2024 date.  

 

Citi participates in industry forums such as AGC, AFME, ISITC and SIFMA and participates 

in DTCC educational materials. These partnerships enable our wholistic and fully informed 

planning approach.  

 

What recommendations can Citi offer to help clients with preparation and readiness? 

Citi recommends for clients to: 

• Establish internal project governance and consider the specific business impacts on 

each department such as Middle Office, Settlements, and Securities Lending to secure 

funding and management commitment 

• Secure necessary resources and develop execution plans and testing strategies  

• Proactively engage vendors and other external stakeholders  

• Identify processes and functional areas impacted by T+1 to further identify any upstream 
and downstream dependencies that require system changes 

• Prioritize technology development process(es) including BRDs, FRDs, technology 
design, coding, and internal testing. (While T+1 code will lay dormant for industry testing, 
it will be released upon implementation date. To meet the industry testing milestone, 
clients will participate in DTCC's T+1 test environment which will support end-to-end 
testing and allow members to test in both T+1 and T+2 environments concurrently. Both 
test environments were made available in Q4 2023.) 

• Update all relevant internal and external documentation and prepare tech releases to 
production 

• Leverage Citi T+1 communications such as webinars, training, symposiums, market 
guide updates and online platform updates. 
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– Citi / DTCC Event Replay: FMI FOCUS: T+1 & Market Readiness 
https://www.veracast.com/webcasts/citigroup/fmifocus/1435.cfm 

• Review the DTCC T+1 resource page: https://www.dtcc.com/ust1  

 

What Next Steps does Citi encourage clients for T+1 readiness? 

• Determine the impact on operating models, including time zone differences for 
operational shift to support new T+1 cut-offs 

• Reassess current process for funding Trading Accounts to ensure ACH and wire 
transfers are initiated in advance and sufficient cash funds are available in the 
account to satisfy securities purchases   

• Evaluate current instruction process for any anticipated challenges of meeting new 
cut-offs (e.g. same day affirmation= 9:00PM EST on T) 

• Review all T+1 SEC rules to understand applicability and ensure compliance  

• Educate underlying clients on Amended Advisors Act Rule 204-2 (RIAs to record 
keep) and New Exchange Act Rule 15c6-2 

• Engage with broker-dealers to understand New Exchange Act Rule 15c6-2 
requirements for same-day affirmations 

• Explore options such as DTCC’s products for streamlining the affirmation process 

• Review with custodian if you are utilizing a Custodian Omni TradeSuite ID to 
determine if you require your own TSID set up 

• Review bespoke models (e.g., reports) to determine potential enhancements for T+1  

 

Who should be contacted for questions or further information? 

For questions or further information, contact your Citi Representative.  

 

ADD DISCLOSURES HERE 

https://www.veracast.com/webcasts/citigroup/fmifocus/1435.cfm
https://www.dtcc.com/ust1
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